
POL-GA 1251
Quantitative Political Analysis II

Homework 2

You will work with the following paper:

Brooke, S., D. Buckley, C. David, and R. Mendoza. (2023). “Religious Protection
from Populist Violence: The Catholic Church and the Philippine Drug War.” American
Journal of Political Science 67(1): 205-220.

Replication data are available through the Harvard Dataverse archive for the AJPS. The authors
use negative binomial regressions for their main results. We will just use least squares. Note that
this means adding their population variable as a control in the least squares regressions.

1. (6 points) Based on the authors’ theoretical discussion and their discussion of their control
variables, write out a DAG that captures the logic of their covariate control strategy. (Again,
barangay population size should be included as one of their controls.) Write out the conditions of
Pearl’s “backdoor criterion” and comment on whether their control strategy satisfies these. If not,
explain how you would want to modify their covariate control strategy and any other aspect of the
analysis.

2. (6 points) As mentioned above, we will use least squares regression to replicate the results that
the authors present in Table 1 of the paper. Using the control strategy that you motivate in question
1 above, use a least squares linear regression to estimate the effect of “Catholic parish” on killings.
Compare p values for the effect from cluster robust standard errors, block bootstrap (where you
bootstrap by cluster), and wild bootstrap. Explain your findings.

3. (6 points) Compute the Aronow-Samii “effective sample” weights for (1) the regression that
only controls for population, (2) the specification that they use for their “Model 4” in Table 1, and
then if your specification is different, (3) for your preferred specification as well. (Remember, the
weights can be computed as the square of the residuals from a regression of the “Catholic Parish”
variable on the control variables.) Present histograms of the weights to show how the distribution
of effective sample weights varies across specifications. Discuss the implications.

4. (6 points) Use the sensmakr package (available for both R and Stata) to conduct an analysis of
sensitivity to hidden confounding for your preferred specification.

5. (6 points) Use the DoubleML package (available for both R and Stata) to check for robustness
of your findings to using a more flexible model specification. You can follow the tutorial here to
implement a Partially Linear Regression Model (PLR) using either (i) LASSO that incorporates
higher order terms and interactions or (ii) a random forest:

https://docs.doubleml.org/stable/examples/R_double_ml_pension.html

Double machine learning


